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[Mark Hendrick]
must be the basic building block on which the Security
Council makes a decision. In addition to that, as the
Prime Minister has said, there must be a lot of intelligence
from different intelligence services around the world,
and the inspectors’ report will add to that information.
So that is just a basic building block; it is not a decision
in itself.

Therefore, as I said, action may be illegal, despite the
doctrine of responsibility to protect. Despite what the
Attorney-General says, I and many others around the
world are not convinced that the six criteria required by
the doctrine have been met. The unintended consequences
of that could be catastrophic, for the following reasons.

By using those weapons, Syria has crossed the red
lines set by Obama. Iran is watching, helping to arm the
regime and sending its own forces to the regime. The
Russians are arming the Syrians to the hilt and wondering
whether the west will act against the use of WMD. Iran
knows that if Syria can get away with using WMD, its
own WMD, as well as its development of nuclear weapons,
could well be ignored, and Iran could go on to produce
more WMD and nuclear weapons without the intervention
or involvement of the west. That may provoke a response,
if that were to be allowed, from the Israelis. The Israelis
will be looking, at some point short of Iran’s having
developed nuclear weapons, to possibly take matters
into their own hands. Indeed, if the situation kicks off
with the western intervention in Syria, and Iran responds,
and if Syria responds with an attack on Israel, that
could be the perfect excuse for the Israelis to try and
deal, not only with the WMD question and Syria, but
also the nuclear question and Iran. We need to take
these things into consideration before we decide, as a
result of any UNSC deliberations and a UNSC decision,
what action we take.

My right hon. Friend the Leader of the Opposition
has taken the right decision. Let us go the UNSC route.
If Russia and China say no and veto, for political
reasons rather than the reasons of the evidence that we
all know about, we must make a decision. Only once we
have seen the evidence from the inspectors will we be
able to decide what that decision shall be.

6.27 pm

Mr Douglas Carswell (Clacton) (Con): The House
has been recalled not to sanction military strikes in
Syria, but to deplore the use of chemical weapons. I
think we can all agree on that. I hope we can agree, too,
that there must be a second vote in this House before
any direct British military response: no vote, no strike.

Certain of our traditionalists will no doubt delight in
pointing out that under the rules of Crown prerogative,
no Commons approval is actually technically required
for a Prime Minister to take us to war, and historically
they are correct, but Parliament is waking up and
asserting itself. As the Prime Minister himself pointed
out as Leader of the Opposition, the Crown prerogative,
that constitutional quirk that has handed 10 Downing
street the powers of a mediaeval monarch, needs changing.
No Prime Minister should embark on a non-defensive
war without the consent of this House. In recognising
that, the Prime Minister has been wise, not weak. 

Having a sovereign Parliament means that sometimes,
yes, a Prime Minister will be told to pause and think
again. Good. Democracy works.

Not unreasonably, the Leader of the Opposition, like
most on the Government side of the House, would like
to see more evidence—evidence from UN inspectors—
before voting on military action. If the casus belli is the
use of chemical weapons, let us be certain who used
them. If the UN is going to help provide us with the
evidence, though, we must not make the mistake of
believing that the UN can confer legitimacy on military
action. Legitimacy to go to war comes not from the
UN, nor from international law or international lawyers,
nor even from our own National Security Council. That
sort of legitimacy comes only from below, not from
above. It comes from the demos and those they elect.
When the time comes for that second, crunch, vote,
there can be no buck-passing, no deferring to a higher
authority, no delegating. It will be our responsibility
alone, and all the more weighty for that. If I am certain
that this House needs the final say on our policy towards
Syria, I am far less certain as to what that policy should
be. There are, I think, no good outcomes.

Mr Jenkin: Has my hon. Friend just demonstrated
the shortcomings of this system of decision making and
giving executive decisions to a legislative body? That is
contributing to the paralysis of our nation. If we do not
trust our Prime Minister to take decisions of this nature,
we should not have trusted him with the office of Prime
Minister.

Mr Carswell: If the alternative to rushing into a
conflict that may have significant implications is that we
pause, I would not describe that as paralysis but as good
governance. It is vital to recognise that the Executive do
not control the legislature; the legislature must control
the Executive. Sending our young men and women to
war is a decision of massive consequence, and it is right
and proper that the House should exert its authority
and give legitimacy to that decision. I understand and
respect the case for intervention, and I think no one in
this House or anywhere else is calling for a land invasion.
What is envisaged is an aerial bombardment to punish
and deter those behind the chemical weapons outrage.

Mr MacNeil: The hon. Gentleman says that the only
thing envisaged is an aerial bombardment, but does he
have any idea about the envisaged length of time of that
bombardment?

Mr Carswell: That comes to my next point—no, I do
not. I am deeply unconvinced about what missile strikes
and bombing will achieve or how long they will need to
continue, and we have yet to hear how they might
achieve their objective. Neither am I clear where British
military involvement might end. Since the second world
war, Britain has mostly fought what might be called
wars of choice, but if we initiate hostilities in the eastern
Mediterranean, will what follows continue to be fought
on our terms and in the way we choose? Ninety-nine
years ago, almost to the day, the Austrian chiefs-of-staff
launched a punitive attack on Serbia. It did not end
there.

There are serious players in this fight with serious


military kit lined up behind the different factions in
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